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Agenda for Today

- Status (these slides)
- High availability
  - Problem statement recap
  - Solution draft (not yet a WG item)
  - Discussion
- Rapid crash discovery
  - Presentation and discussion
Ceremony

- Agenda bashing
- Blue sheets
- Scribe
- Jabber scribe
- Audio streaming (no WebEX today)
Document Status

- ESP-null Heuristics published as RFC 5879 during last meeting
- IKEv2 with AES-CTR published as RFC 5930
- Three drafts in RFC Editor queue
  - IKEv2-bis (hooray!)
  - EAP Mutual Authentication
  - HA Problem Statement (for Informational RFC)
- IPsec Roadmap is in IESG review
And now for the Bad News...

- Interest shown during the F2F meetings did not translate to mailing list participation
- We had to drop PAKE (password authentication in IKE) from the charter because only the authors were interested
- Crash discovery is not faring well, either...

- Co-chairs will NOT decide for the group
  - No participation → no progress